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are summary pints regarding use of groundwater and surface water and management

/of their interrelationship in other western states

Broad generalizations about management of interrelated groundwater and surface water in other

states are difficult to support because the legal basis for management in each state is different

and specific application of the available laws is often based upon local hydrologic and water use

factors Varying authorities are also often delegated to special purpose local districts for

groundwater management and those authorities may either enable or require actions from those

units of government

If an extremely broad generalization were to be made it would be that many western

states have some type of permitting or prior appropriation for groundwater and once

groundwater use begins to significantly affect surface water rights that fact becomes relevant to

whether new groundwater permits are granted denied or only granted with conditions In those

states where groundwater is
part

of the prior appropriation system senior surface water user can

also make call on junior groundwater appropriators However what that means in practice is

difficult to determine

It appears that number of states or districts close off permits for new wells in areas where

pumping exceeds recharge In some instances even existing wells are or may be regulated to

attain some version of safe yield or managed depletion Colorado has implemented highly

organized management system for conjunctive use Idaho appears to be in the process of

implementing fairly sophisticated response to these issues and other states such as Oregon have

rules in place that can facilitate addressing conjunctive use issues I-did t4ind-a-n-y--informatic
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Other western states do have different water use and physical characteristics that may have

helped determine what is the most appropriate policy approach in each state I-arnof-t-he--epinion

tt Nebraskas combined hydrologic and water use setting appear to be somewhat different
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from that in most other western states Specifically wehave comparatively large areas of

aquifer being used for substantial groundwater irrigation that appear to often help provide

varying degrees of long teim base flowto surface waters that are being used for substantial

surface irrigation We-d fi.iiLquanti-therelatiorshipet but my
æ1.eabout 77%

of or irrigation water withdrawals from groundwater All states to the west c4 make

majority of their irrigation withdrawals from surface water The complexities of mountain state

topography hydoogy
and climatic regimes may help result in varying approaches in those

states To south Texas Kansas and Oklahoma also make most of their irrigation withdrawals

from groundwater However Kansas and Oklahoma have relatively small acreages irrigated

from surface

withdrawals


